Summary

Therapy Without
Damaging Side Effects

MORA Therapy is first and foremost engaged
Many patients feel an improvement af-

in the reduction and elimination of disease

ter just the first treatment. However

causing ultra-fine, pathological, electromag-

it is possible that the body will have

netic oscillations so that the forces and infor-

to eliminate the harmful deposits

mation regulating the body may be unbur-

freed by the therapy before improve-

dened sand normalised and the healing pro-

ment is felt. These toxic deposits

cess enhanced.

must be eliminated as fast as possible

but this may take some time in chronic

MORA Therapy has no undesirable side ef-

cases. The liberation of these depos-

fects. Its application is trouble free and for

its may at times lead to short lived

that reason is especially suitable for use with

initial reactions known as die off.

sick children.

In principle all kinds of disease may

MORA Therapy is extremely versatile since

be successfully treated with MORA

practically every illness or disturbance, be it

Therapy provided no irreversible de-

organic of functional, acute or chronic, al-

struction of the body tissues has oc-

ready in progress or only beginning, may be

curred. The therapy has shown espe-

treated with Mora therapy.

Information
for Patients

cially good results with allergies,
food intolerances, environmental poisonings, functional circulatory dis-

eases of the heart, acute and chronic
pain states, inflammations, preoperative and post operative care, metabolic and psychosomatic illnesses and the
determination of dental material compatibility.
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The original
MORA– Therapy
Of Dr. Franz Morell

What is MORA Therapy

The individuals unique
regulatory forces set free

Treatment with the
MORA Machine

Damage or disturbance to the body of any sort may

The patient usually receives treatment for the MORA

MORA Therapy is an all encompassing assessment

alter the internal milieu, so that the biophysical and

machine via two hand and foot electrodes.

and treatment modality utilizing a patients own

biochemical functions are affected and sickness

“ultrafine electromagnetic oscillation”. The method

results. For example , harmful substances (like the

had its inception in 1977 after development by the

heavy metals found in food , drinking water or envi-

German physician Dr. |Franz Morell and electron-

ronmental pollution) not only affect the body with

ics engineer Erich Rasche from whose names the

their physical-chemical nature but also affect it on

name MO-RA originated.

the regulatory, informational level by the way of the

During more than 20 yrs of research, carried out by

ultra-fine oscillations that they to possess.

well known scientists in Germany and abroad, it

Functional disturbances occur whenever the delicate

was found that each individual possesses a unique

guidance of bodily processes is influenced too great-

spectrum of ultrafine electromagnetic oscillations

ly by interfering and unnecessary oscillations. These

which can be electronically sensed, processed and

malfunctions may eventually cause physical mani-

The body's debilitated regulatory forces are then unbur-

then utilized as therapy.

festations of disease if the body cannot adequately

dened and strengthened via the optimal amplification

Today it is known that the

compensate for them.

and optimal processing of that spectrum. Troublesome

chemical process in the

Dr Morell had the brilliant idea to specifically elimi-

bodies of humans and

nate these interfering oscillations by utilising their

animals are controlled by

own “mirror images” to cancel them out, thus unbur-

the information carried by

dening the body and facilitating natural self healing.

and within these oscillations. Furthermore organs

MORA Machine

and cell types posses characteristic oscillation spectrums which are at the same time unique to each
individual. The electromagnetic oscillations referred to in MORA Therapy may be compared to the

MORA Therapy is Not
It is not electrotherapy, just as it is not radiation
therapy of any kind. Most of all it is not a paranormal
medical method of treatment, the effect of which
has to be believed in for an effect to be induced.

The patient own oscillation enter and exit the MORA

machine via the electrodes and cables in the same way
as nerve impulses are conducted into ECG or EEG devices. Specialised electrodes may also be used to target
specific skin areas or pain sites.

The MORA machine is even able to determine via physically active biological filter, which section of an individuals micro-magnetic information spectrum will provide the
most beneficial therapy at a particular point in time.

oscillatory information from deposits of heavy metals or
non-metabolised foods for example is inverted i.e.

Changed into its mirror image and is then returned in
this form to the body. In this way pathological oscillations burdening the body are optimally reduced or even
eliminated via their respective opposite oscillations produced by the MORA machine. The patient is treated exclusively with there own specific individual oscillations.
Usually during the first stage of treatment the body is
harmonised. In the second stage of treatment localised
diseased areas of the body are addressed. The assess-

cardiac impulses detected by an ECG or the brain

MORA Therapy makes use of the latest discoveries in

ment and progress of therapy may be monitored and

waves measured by an EEG.

the Bio-physics and has been thoroughly and scien-

controlled by measuring acupuncture points.

tifically researched and proven.

